Advisory to DBT officials

- Corona virus information corner on the DBT website
- Cancellation all physical meetings to be held in DBT. The meetings to be held on Skype.
- Setting up of Response Committee
- Wiping of elevator buttons, access keys and door handles every 60 minutes with sanitizers

- Strict regulation on visitors to DBT.
- Thermal detector to detect the body temperature of all visitors being done by ITBP and sanitizing their hands before they exit the lift.
- Abiding by all rules set by GoI during this crisis period.
- Informing the DBT family day-to-day update on the status and precautionary measure to be undertaken against Covid19.
- DBT urged all its personnel to achieve the ‘break the chain’ initiative undertaken by the Government.
- DBT urged its members to maintain social distancing following the rules set by the Government of India.